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SUMMARY

Data obtained in the A? A. C. A. full-scale wind tunnel
concerning the e~ects of interference and of propeller
operation on longitudinal stability and control have been
studied. The data inclwde pitching moment-s for various
power conditions for airplana with tuils removed and
unth tails set at variows stah%izcr and elevator angles. A
number. of surveys of the dynamic pressure and the.jiow
direction in the region of the horizontal tail surface are
also included. Results are given for eight airplanes, in-
cluding a model of a four-engine airplane tested both as a
tractor and as a pwsher and a model of a two-engine
pusher. The e$ects are shown of propeller operation on
the downwash angles and the dynamic pressures at the tail
and on the pitching-moment contribution of the propeller
aria!the wing.

INTRODUCTION

A large amount of data concerning the effects of
propeller operation on longitudinal stability and control
has been obtained in the N. A. C. A. full-scale wind
tunnel. Included are power-ofl and power-on pitching
moments for airplanes with the horizontal tail surfaces
removed and with the tail surfaces set at various stabi-
lizer and elevator angles. Some surveys of the dynmnic
pressures and the stream angles in the region of the
horizontal tail surface are also included. Most of the
data were, however, obtained incidental to tests made
for other purposes and accordingly are of varying
degrees of completeness.

As part of a general investigation directed toward a
rational system of tail design, an analysis has been made
of the data for each airplane with the purpose of
evaluating the various interference and slipstream
efl’ects. Data were available on the following six single-
engine airplanes: a Douglas YO–31A two-place observa-
tion airplane with parasol+ng arrangements; a
McDonnell two-place low-wing monoplane; a Curtiss
SOC-1, a Curtiss XSBC-3, and a Vought X04U-2
two-place biplane; and a Vought SB2U–1 low-wing
monoplane. In addition, data had been obtained from
tests of a four-engine monoplane model of approxi-
mately 37-foot span arranged both as a tractor. and a
pusher airplane and from tests of a two-engine pusher
monoplane model of 35-foot span.

The discussion has been maiuly centered about the

following points, which are of fundamental importance
in tail-surface design:

(1) The characteristics of the isolated horizontal tail
surface.

(2) The effect on these tail-surface characteristics of
the position of the horizontal tail relative to the fuselage
and the vertical tad.

(3) The influence of the wing and the fuselage wakes
and of the propeller slipstream on the elevator effactive-
ness.

(4) The dowmvash angle, particularly as affected by
propeller operation.

(5) The effect of flap deflection on the pitching mo-
ment for various conditions of piopeller operation.

(6) The effect of propeller operation on the pitching
moment of the airplane with tail removed.

A description of the wind tunnel and details of the
methods of correcting the data are given-in references 1,
2, and 3. The tunnel air speed for the tests was about
60 miles per hour except for a few cases in which it was
varied in order to attain desired values of V/nD.
Descriptions of the airplanes are included in the
subsequent sections.

SYiMBOLS

CL lift coefficient.
c= drag coefficient.
C~ normal-force coefficient.
G coefficient of pitching moment about the

center of gravity.
c%.c.coefficient of pitching moment about the

aerodynamic center.

T.’=
effective thrust

1/2 p?%%
thrust coefficient based on

wing area.
T = effective t~ust tkust coefficient.

c
PV2D2

wing area.
air density.
air speed.
propeller revolution speed.
propeller diameter.
dynamic pressure, 1/2 pP.
free-stream dynamic pressure.
deflection of movable surface.
angle of attack.
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(Uho)efr effective dynamic-pressure factor, the ratio of I c=, average downwash angle at the tail, M found------ .-
meakure-d dCJd~. to the value correspond-
ing to free-stream dynamic pressure at the
tail, as calculated from the characteristics

i -p-

.

..

FKNJItEI.—Three-view drswing of the YO-31A airplane. The three parseokving positions are shown
dotted. Areas, in sausre feet%wing, 337..Xhorizontal taif, 48.7; gross ekvator, 22.8;elevator back of
hinge, 18.2.

of the tail surface alone, with allowance for
cut-outs for the fuselage and the vertical
tail.

(!z/!zo)a.ratio of average dynamic pressure at the tail,
as found from air-flow surveys, to free-
stream dynamic pressure. The average is
weighted according to chord.

e local downwash a.ngle-
e.fr effective downwash angle at the tail, as found

by comparison of pitching moments with
and without the horizontal tail.

from air-flow measurements. The average
is weighted according to both chord and
dynamic pressure.

Subscri~ts:
horizontal tail.
elevator.
stabilizer.
flap.
balance.

THE YO-31A AIRPLANE

The YO–31A two-place observation &
plane is shown in figure 1. Its normal
arrangement provides for a gull wing but,
in some of the tests, the wing was raised
and a center section was added, the air-
plane being thereby transformed to the
parasol type. Three difl’erent wing heights
were used with this arrangement; their
number designations are given in figure 1.
11’orce tests were made of:

(1) The horizontal tail surface alone.
(2) The fuselage with the vertical tail

surface attached.”
(3) The fuselage and the complete tail

assembly.
(4) The airplane complete with the ex-

ception of the horizontal tail surface.
(5) The complete airplane.
The tests for items (2) to (5) were made

both with the propeller removed and with
the propeller operating over a T,’ range
from O to 0.32. For item (4), in addition
to the force tests, surveys were made of
the air flow in the vertical plane of the
elevator hinge. The following analysis of
the data treats the slipstream effects mnd
the correlation of the characteristics of the
horizontal tail surface installed on the air-
plane with those found for the isolated
tail surface.

Horizontal tail surface.-The hori-
zontal tail, mounted on the balance sup-
ports, is shown in figure 2. In figures3,4,
and 5 are shown the lift, the drag, and the-.

pitching-moment coe5cients. Figure 5 also shows the
positions of the aerodynamic center corresponding to
the vaxious elevator deflections; the aerod~amic center
is at about the average quarter-chord position for
elevator angles from 20° to — 20°. Although the
pitching moment of the tail surface itself has generally
been rieglected in stability and control studies, it ap-
pears to be appreciable. Thus, in the case of the
YO–31A airplane, deflection of the elevator causes a
change in pitching moment of about 6 percent more
than that due to the change in the lift of the tail,
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Fuselage and vertical tail surface.—The lift, the
drag, and the pitching-moment coefficients of the comb-
ination of the fuselage and the vertical tail, for the
propeller removed and for V/nD= 0.7 and 0.5 (T:=
0.13 and 0.32) are shown in figure 6. The coefficients
are based on the wing area and the pitching-moment

Ii’IauREZ.—The YO-31A tail surfaw mouuted in the N. A. O. A. fdf-sede wind
tunnel.

coefficients are computed with respect to the center of
gravity of the entire airplane (wing position 1, see
fig. 1). The pitching moment for propeller removed is
negative up to 12° angle of attack, probably because of
the drag of the landing gear. For the two propeller-
operding conditions, there is a pronounced increase
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FKIUIIES.—Lift cnrws for the YO-31A W snrtaceat differentelevatoranrJes.

in the slope of the lift curve. Part of this increase is
probably due to the effect of the slipstream on the
fuselage. Most of it, however, corresponds merely to

407300 ”-41-15

;he vertical force on the inclined propeller. Thus, the
~ertical force indicated in reference 4 accounts for
~bout 85 percent of the observed increase in lift; the
rertical force indicated in reference 5 accounts for
Iearly 100 percent of it.

Fuselage and complete tail assembly.—A comparison
)f the results for the tail alone and the fuselage alone

Angle of aifack,d, deg

FIGURE4.—Drag curves for the YO-31A taif surface at different elevator angk.

with those for the tail-fuselage combination made it
possible to investigate the interference effects of the
fuselage and the effects of the slipstream on the dynamic
pressure and on the air-flow direction at the tail.

Figure 7 shows some typical curves of lift, drag, and
pitching-moment coefficients against elevator angle for
propeller removed and propeller operating (Tc’ = 0.32).
The pitching-moment increments due to the tail are
shown for four angles of attack in figure 8. For com-
parison, are also shown the increments calculated by
Rpplying the measured lift and drag increments at the
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aerodywnic center with ~ allowance for the pitchirig
moment of the tail surface about its aerodynamic center.
The agreement is’ satisfactory, indicating that the
position of the” aerodynbic center is unchanged by the
presence of the fuselage.

From the same set of data are determined the effective
dynamic-pressure factor (q/gO),Jfand the effective dow-n-
wash aqjle Ceffi Thus, for a= —0.6° and propeller
removed, calculations showed that, if free-stream
dynamic pressure existed at the tail and the tail char-
acteristics were unaltered by the presence of the fuse-
lage,the value of dCJd& should be –0.0130 at 8.=0°.
The experimental value is – 0.0116, or only 89 percent of
the calculated value. The reduction in area caused by
the passage of the horizontal tail through the vertical
tail, however, accounts for a loss of 6 percent. The
rest of the loss, 5 percent, is ascribed to the reduction in

6e,de9 ,?0.
-,”Jo

-5--s% 1+
● ‘-- In

.!7ett+ordeflection,6=,deg

FIGURE5.—Variationof pitching-momentcoefficientwith elevatorangle,andposi-
tion of nerodyrrarafc center for dtierent elevator angles. The YO-31A taif
Snrfaee.

dynamic pressure at the tail. The value of (q/qO)=J~is
thus 0.95. The effective downwash angle e.ff is found
by applying the tail-surface data and the factor (q/qJ.ff
to the difference between the pitching moments for the
tail-on and the tail-off conditions.

Curves for (g/gJ.fJ and C.jf are given in figure 9 for
propeller removed and propeller operating. Propeller
operation raises the value of (q/qJ .ff and causes Q,f to
increase with angle of attack. The .downflow for the
propeller-removed condition is due partly to the
tendency of the flow near the middle of the tail to
follow the downward slope of the upper surface of the
fuselage and partly to the downwash that must be
associated with the lift of the fuselage.

It maybe pointed out that these results pertaining to
the downflow at the tail for the wing-removed condition
have, in general, little direct applicability because the
wing downwash, in the case of the complete airplane,
will cause the average angle of attack of the fuselage
with respect to the local air flow to be much less than

its angle of attack with respect to the flight direction.
Airplane complete with the exception of the hori-

zontal tail surface.-The foregoing analysis was repeated
for the wing-on condition in order to determine the
effects of the wing on the downwash and the dynamic
pressure at the tail. For simplicity in the interpre-
tation of the results, the same center-of-gravity position
was used in computing pitching moments for all four
wing positions.

In figure 10 are shown the pitching-moment curves
of the airplane with the propeller .removed and with the
propeller operating. The effect of propeller operation
on the pitching moment is seen to be nearly the same
for all four wing positions. Furthermore, the effect is
nearly the same as in the case of the wing removed
(cf. fig. 6); that is, the effect of propeller operation on
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FIGURE6.—Effect of propeller operation on the lift, the drag, and tho pltchlng.
moment rxwfiicienta. The YO-31A fusela~e and ~ertieol tail (wing and llorlzontol
taif removed); T.=1.75 T.’.

the pitching moment probably exists mainly at the
propeller rather than at the wing.

Entire airplane.-Pitchi.pg moments were obtained
For the entire airplane at different angles of attack,
Jevator angles, and propeller-operating conditions.
Comparison of these pitching moments with the corre-
~ponding data for the airplane with the tail removed
Dade possible the determination of (g/go) .ff and e~fzand
iheir variation -with angle of attack. The results are
;iven in figules 11 and 12: Operation of the propeller
ncreases both the effective dynamic pressure and the
Iowmwash angle at the tail.
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In one of the tests, pitching-moment measurements
were made with three different stabilizer settings.
Within experimental error, the results showed that the
ratio of stabilizer effactiveness to elevator effectiveness,

I

dCz, dCL,
— —, was the same as for the tail alone.
a%, d&

h-flow surveys.—In order to investigate the local
velocities and the air-flow directions in the plane of the
elevator hinge line, flow surveys were made in the
dane of the elevator himze line with the horizontal tail
removed. The full-scal~-tunnel survey head (refer-

1.8

1.4

Lo

.

FIGUREIl.—Effect of propeller operation on the effeetive dynamic presmrre at the
tail. The YO-31A airphmw T.= 1.75T.’.

ence 1) was used for these surveys, which consisted of

measurements of the dynamic pressures and of the

angIes of pitch and ya-iv.

Representative results- of the surveys for wing posi-

tions 1 and 4 are shown in the maps of figure 13.
Measurements were made only at the points where the
vectors are shown; values of dynamic pressure at other
points were found by interpolation. Jet-boundary cor-
rections for dowmvash were applied according to the

method of reference 3. Comparison of figures 13 (rL)
and 13 (c) shows how the wing wake rises, relative to
the tail, with angle of attack for the propeller-removed
condition. The fuselage wake is clearly defined for
wing position 4 (fig. 13 (e)) but not for wing position 1
(figs. 13 (a) and 13 (c)). The rotation of the slipstream
is easily seen in figures 13 (d) and 13 (f), although its
passage over the wing clearly causes considerable
distortion.

The dynamic pressures and the downwash angles
across the elevator hinge line for cdl the conditions for
which surveys were made are plotted in figures 14 to 17,

?IGURE12.—Effectof propeller operation on the effcctivo downwash mrgloat thr tail.
The YO-31A nirpkme; T.= 1.75T.’.

So readings were available at distances less than 1.5
‘eet from the airplane center line; the center sections of
;he curves are therefore left open. In the computation
)f the values of (q/gO)=0 and cCO,however, the center
~ections were interpolated. These values me given in
ihe following table, together with the corresponding
Talues of (g/go)~j~and Ceffi
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FIGUBE13.
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(f) Wing position 4; V/nD,0.6fiT.’,0.134T.,0.234;CC,4.1”.
FIGURE13.—Dynamic-pressure (glqo)contours and inclination of the air stream in the plane of the elevator hinge line. Vectors show devintion of air flow from the fre

strearu direction. View looking forward. The YO-31A airplane with horizontal taff removed.
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(a) Dynrmrfc pressnrea across the elevator hinge lime.
(b) Downw~h angk across the elevator hinge line.
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FrGr.mrr14.-Dynarrdc pr-ea and downwash angles for the YO-31A afrplarre. Wing position 1; T.= 1.76T.t.
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(a) Dynamfepresaures across the elevator hinge line.
(h) Downwash angles+across the elevator hinge line.

tion z T,= 1.75T,~.FIQUBE 15.—Dynemic pressnres -md downwrsh angles for tireYO-31A airplme. ~~g POSil
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FIGIJBE 16.—Dynamic pressures end downwesh engles for the YO-31A eirplene. Wing pesition Z 2’.=1.75 T.’.
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FIGUBE 17.—Dgrrnmic pressures and dowmvesh angles for the YO-31A airpiane. Wiig position S T.=1.75 T.’.
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COMPARISON OF EFFECTIVE AND AVERAGE VALUEf
OF DYNAMIC PRESSURE AND DOIVNWASH ANGL:
AT THE TAIL FOR THE YO-31A AIRPLANE

Wing
position

l..___.-

2______

3_____

4_____

T.’
(d;g) (a) (me).fr

— — —
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Fmwsm 18.—Three-view drswiug of the McDonneU afrplsne, original condition,
Areas, in squsrefssti wing, 196.&horizontal tsil, 35.8;elevator, 14.8.

For the propeller removed or at the low thrust
coefficients, the agreement between the average and the
effective dynamic pressures is satisfactory. At the
higher thrust coefficients, however, the effective value
is considerably less than the corresponding average
measured value. Thus, for wing position 1, where the
slipstream increases the average dynamic pressure at
the tail to 1.70 go, the effective dynamic pressure is
increased to only 1.30 qO. Although the discrepancy is
large, reasons for it are not very clear. One of the
ca,uses is probably the jetiboundary effect of the slip-
stream, which is similar to that of an open wind tunnel.
It is also very likely that the nonuniformity and the
pulsation of the flow contribute to the low values of

(!ll!zo)eff.

In the comparison between e,r, and ea., the agreement
appears to be satisfactory (~within 1°) in about half the
cases. The disagreement probably has the same causes

,4specf rafio,A

FmxmE 19.—V8riation of lift-curve slope with sspect ratio, appllcablo to toll surffx!os
with normal-size cut-outs.

as the disagreement found in the comparison between

(g/qo)e~~~d (g/qo).r.

THE McDONNELL AIRPLANE

A three-tiew drawing of the McDonnell airpiune is
shown in figure 18. In the condition shown, pro-
nounced and dangerous tail bufl’eting occurred. In
some of the tests described in reference 6, however, the
airplane was modified by placing fillets at the wing roots
and by putting a cowling over the engine, which resulted
in a marked improvement in performance.

For this airplane, as for those to be subsequently
discussed, no tests were made of the isolated tail sur-
face. Reasonable estimates of the characteristics of
the isolated tail surface were obtained from figures 21
and 26 of reference 7, which are herein reproduced as
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figures 19 and 20. The lack of experimental data for
the actual tails used, however, may materially lower
the accuracy of the analyses, in comparison with the
analysis for the ~ O–31A airplane.. The procedure has
been somewhat simplified by considering the tail
forces to consist only of the normal force, applied
at the aerodynamic center, and the pitchng moment
about the aerodynamic center, so that the chordwise
force is neglected.

The characteristics of the isolated tail surface are
estimated to be

dCNjd&,=0.0593

dCN,[d6.=0.55 xdCN,/d&=O.033

The aerodynamic center is assumed to be at the quarter-
chord point and the pitching-moment coefficient with
respect to the aerodynamic center is assumed to be
equal to that found for the YO–31A tail, Cnfa~.,,=

–0,01 a,. From these values and the geometry of the
airplane, it follows that, if the properties of the tail
surface were not subject to interference, dO~/d6. would
be –0,0147. The highest value experimentally found,
for the case of the cowling over the engine and the air-
plane at a low angle of attack, was —0.0134, which is
9 percent lower than the computed value. About 2
percent may be accounted for by the area removed at
the vertical tail, so that the effective dynamic pressure
over the tail surface (q/gO).f, is 0.93.

Elevator area Se
Toil area ‘z

FIGUREfM.-Re1ativo elevator effectiveness.

In figure 21, the maximum values of dCm/d& art
plotted against angle of attack for the airplane in thl
original condition, with a cowling over the engine, wit]

Llarge fillet at the wing-fuselage juncture, and with
)oth the cowling and the fillet. 13’or the power-off
}ondition, the modifications that improved the air flow
considerably increased the elevator effactiveness. Re-
[uction in tail buifeting also paralleled the increase in
K7Jd8e (reference 6).

Values are also shown in figure 21 for the propeller-
jperating condition. The thrust was approximately
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FIGURE21.—EIevator effectiveness for different eirplane and power conditfom. The
McDonnell airplane. Thrnst for power-on conditions jnst sufficient for level flight.

equal to the drag and accordingly increased with angle
of attack. Correspondingly, dC./d6. also increased

~fightly tith angle of attack.
The results of air-flow surveys made in the plane of

the elevator hinge line for a high angle of attack, both
with the propeller removed and with the propeller
operating, are shown in figure 22 for the airplane in its
original condition and in its improved condition. Com-
parison of figure 22 (a) with figure 22 (c) shows that,
for the propeller-removed condition, the addition of the
fillet and the cowling results in a notable improvement
in regularity of the air flow and a large increase in
dynamic pressure. Operation of the propeller, how-
ever, tends to minimize this improvement. (cf. figs.
22 (b) and 22 (d).)

In figure 23 are plotted the measured dynamic pres-
sures and dowmvash angles across the elevator hinge
line. The average values are given in the following
table, together with the corresponding values of (q/qO),f,
and +ff, as found from pitching-moment measurements.
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FIGURE 22.
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(d) With fillet and cowling; T:, 0.165;T., 0.24&a, 13.7°.

Zlaum? 2S.-DynamIc-pressrrra (qlgo)contours and inclination of the air stream in the plane of the elevator hinge line. Vectors show deviation of air flow from the free-
stream direction. View looking forward. The McDonnell airplane.
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Disfance from cen+er line, ff

(8) D-ie w=ms wms the elevator hinge line.
(b) Downwashanglesacrosstbeelevatorhingeline.

FIGURE23.-Dynamic pressures and do-wash angk for ths McDormell airplane. a, 14°, 2’.=1.51 T.’.

COh~PARISON OF EFFECTIVE AND AVERAGE VALUES

OF DYNAMIC PRESSURE AND DOWNWASH ANGLE
AT THE TAIL FOR THE McDONNELL AIRPLANE

. .

I Condition I I T.’
(dtg) (a) IM?o).lf(!?/4J0).. {d~~) (I&) I

I ! I— —,— — 1—!—! I

Origtil . . . . . -------- { ~~~ ‘--~~i~-- O:;; ;.; -J.; $:

With511etandcowliig . ~ ~~ ~ ‘--:i~--
1’

.81 .81 6:6 8.9

.95 1.24 11.1 11.0

$ Misshg values indicate that the propeller waa removed.
I

The agreement between the effective and the average
dynamic pressures is best for the improved airplane with
propeller removed and poorest for the original airplane
with propeller removed. These two airg?lane condi-
tions, it may be noted, also represent the two extremes
in regularity of the air flow at the tail.

THE FOUR-ENGINE MODEL

A three-view drawing of the midwing four-engine
tractor model is shown in figure 24. l?or the pushcr-
propeller arrangement, the nacelles were removed, the
motors -were placed within the wing, and the propellers
(sh&n dotted) were driven through extension shafts,
It will be seen that the model is of very clean design and
the fuselage is relatively small. The same center-of-
gravity position was used in computing pitching mo-
ments for both tractor and pusher arrangements,
Measurements were made of the tractor and the pusher
models for both propeller-removed and propeller-
operating conditions.

The tail surface of this model passes through the fuse-
lage. No corresponding areareductionis assumed, thelif t
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being considered to cm.ry across the fuselage just as in
the case of the main wing. Furthermore, the clearance
between the elevator and the sides of the fuselage is
small; accordingly, as for the flap on the main wing, the
elevator should also be considered to carry across the
fuselage. The corresponding tail areas are thus revised
to: total horizontal tail, 32.7 square feet; elevator, 12.6
square feet. Since the nose of the elevator was rounded
and fitted very snugly into the recessed trailing edge of

I

dC~, dCN,
the stabilizer, the value of — —

dae d6,
should be about

10 percent higher than the value indicated by figure 20
(references 7 and 8). Also, since the cut-out has been
eliminated in this tail, the value of dC~l/d& should be

about 4 percent higher than the value indicated by
figure 19. (See reference 7.)

The characteristics of the isolated tail surface are
thus estimated to be

dCiv,/d6s=0.060
dCN,/d&=0.58x0.060= 0.035°

The aerodynamic center of the tail surface is assumed
to be at the mean quarter-chord point, and the
pitching-moment coefficient C~(~.C~, is assumed equal to

–0.01 & The vertical tail probably causes a reduc-
tion of not more than 1 percent in the effective tail area.

On the basis of these considerations, the control
characteristics would be, if there were no interference
effects on the air flow,

dCJd&= –0.0280
dCJd&=-O.0174

The four-engine tractor model.—In tests of the trac-
tor model with the propellers removed, pitching-moment
measurements at low angles of attack gave a value of
dCJd& of —0.0164. The value of (q/gO).ff is thus 0.94.
At higher angles of attack, the wake still further reduces
the elevator effectiveness, as shown in the lowest curve
of figure 25 (a). The effect of the slipstream on the
tail effectiveness is also shown in the figure for values
of T: up to 0.5. The detrimental effect of the wake
at high angles of attack is eliminated by the slipstream
even at the lowest thrust coefficient, probably because
the slipstream prevents stalling of the flow over the
wing. After this stalling has been eliminated, the ele-

vator effectiveness increases appro.xinmtely linearly with
T:, as indicated by the +.form separation of the
mrves.

The corresponding curves of dCJd& against a for
the model with flaps deflected 20°, as for take-off, are
shown in figure 25 (b). Comparison with figure 25 (a) . ~

shows that the effect of the slipstream on the tail
effectiveness is considerably less than for the case of

3

1

l?-..-2’10”

.
, , 1,

3.7,31, . B

I
1’

FIGUREX.—Three-view drawing of the four-engine airplane model. Pusher pm.
pellers shown dotted. Areas, in squsre feoti wing, 17% horizontal tiIl, 31.4;
elevator, 11.3.

flaps up and the contribution due to the slipstream
approaches zero at an angle of attack of about — 5°.
The main effect of the flap thus appears to be a lowering
of the slipstream, due to the increased downwash, so
that, at an angle of attack of about —5°, the tail is
just above the slipstream and, even at higher angles
Df attack, the tail is not deeply immersed in the slip-
stream. The flap probably also increases the distor-
tion of the slipstream, thus further contributing to the
low value of dC~/d&.
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(a) af=o”. (h) 3/=20”.

RGuaE X.—Elevator effectiveness for dtierent wwcr renditions. The four-engine tractor model; 2’.-2.04 T.’.

(a) &=o”. Angle of offuck,d ,o’eg (b) J,=2U”.

FIGURE26.—Effect of propcfler operation on the pitching-moment coefficient. The fonr-engine tractor model; lending gear extended; 3., 0“; L 0“; T.=2.fJ4 T.’.
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(8) Taifremoved. Angle of affack, d , deg (b)Tail attached;&.0“;k 0“.

#

FIWJBE27.-Effect of flep deflection on the pitchiig-moment coefficient. The four-engine tractor model; propellers removed.
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The effect of propeller operation on stability, as
determined by the slope of the pitching-moment curve,
is shown in figure 26. The slope progressively de-
creases with increase in thrust. The curves also serve
to show the effect of propeller operation on balance.

/6 I n I , 1

~ Jheoreticul{reference 9). I
_ – -–- from pifchhg moments(i.>)– —
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Angle of oifock,o!,deg

FIGURE23.-Comparfson of theoretical and experimental downwosh angles. The
four-engine trector modeti propellers removed.

l?igure 26 (a) thus shows that, for 2’1=0.1, the airplane
trims at CY=3.80 and that increasing T; to 0.2changes
the angle of trim to 11.7°. This behavior, which is

Angle of uffock,d, deg
o 4 8 /2 18 20

FIQUnE29.-Elevntor etTectiven&ssfor different power conditions. The four-engine
pusher modeh 2’.=2.Ot 2’.’.

characteristic of most airplanes, is due to the increase
of downwrish with thrust.

The effects of flap deflection on the pitching moment
for the propeller-removed condition are shown in figure
27. Figure 27 (a), for the tail removed, shows the large

407S00°41—16

diving moment contributed by the flap. Figure 27 (b),
for the complete airplane, shows that the increased
downwash due to the flap increases the down-ward force
on the tail nearly enough to neutralize the diving mo-
ment due to the flap.

b/6
% T=‘
.
j ,/’ .5
rJ12 /
p / ‘.2

/’
o ,,’ /

%8
/“ / / -

~ /’ / ‘ ..-..Propellers

/ / / ‘ removed

s / /

+4 .,’. / /

b
.$ /

/
o

$0
k! o 4

Angle ~f oftoc;~ci, deg
16 20

FIGURE 30.—Effectof propelier operction on the effective dowmvash angle at the &iii.
The four.engine prrcher model; T.=2.01 T.’.

The effective dowmvash angles, E.,,, found from pitch-’
ing-moment measurements, are plotted in figure 28

Angle of affock,d. deg

(a) Tail removed. (b) Taii attached; &=OO.

FIGURE31.—Effect of propeller operation on the pitching-moment eoetlieient.
four-engine pucher model; T.=2.04 T:.

The

against angle of attack for the propeller-removed con-
dition and with flaps neutral and deflected 60°. The
downwash angles as predicted by the methods of refer-
ence 9 are also plotted and are in good agreement with
the experimental values.
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The four-engine pusher model:—The elevator effec-
tiveness for the pusher model is plotted against angle of
attack for difl’erent power conditions in figure 29. The
slipstream effect is somewhat different from that for the
tractor model. In particular, the increase in dC~/o%, is
less at low angles of attack and more at high angles,
the variation being due to the fact that the tail advances
into the slipstream with increasing angle of attack.
That such an effect should occur is obvious from the
relative positions of the propellers and the tail. The
effect is much less definite in the case of the tractor
model, owing to the distortion of the slipstream as it
passes over the wing. ‘

The effect of propeller operation on the effective
dowmvash angle is shown in figure 30.

Pitching-moment coefficients are shown in figure31 (a)
for the model with the tail removed and, in fig~e 31
(b), for the model with the tail attached and two
different elevator angles. The effect of the slipstream
on longitudinal stability, as indicated by the slope of
the pitching-moment curve, appears to be dependent

FIGURE32.—Effecbof rraeelles on the pitching-moment coefficient. Comparison of
the four-engine pusher and tractor mode~ propellers removeti tail removed.

on the elevator angle. Thus, the curves for 6.= — 10°
show the usual decrease in stability with increase in
thrust although the curves for &=OO do not. Two dif-
ferent effects are involved: that of the slipstream in
increasing the rate of increase of downwash angle with
angle of attack; and the greater immersion of the tail
in the slipstream at the higher angles, with correspond-
ingly higher dynamic pressure at the tail. The effects
are balanced for &= 0°; therefore no change in the slope
of the pitching-moment curve results. The second
effect hardly exists in the case of the tractor model,
the tail seeming to be immersed the same amount in the
slipstream over the entire range of angles of attack.

The nacelles on the tractor model apparently affect
the pitching moment. The effect can be seen in figure
32, in which the tail-removed pitching-moment curves
for the pusher and the tractor models are compared.
The nacelles considerably reduce the stability, corre-
sponding to a fonvard movement of the aerodynamic
center of about 5 percent of the mean chord.

Surveys of the air flow in the plane of the elevator
hinge lime for the pusher model are shown in figure 33.
These surveys were made only on the right side although
the air flow on the left side, for the propeller-operating
condition, is diHerent because all the propellers rotate

in the same direction. The slipstreams appear to be
somewhat deformed, as if the upper part were displaced
inboard and the lower part outboard. This deforma-
tion can be ascribed to the influence of the trailing
,vortex sheet, which causes an inboard motion above it
and an outboard motion below it. The effect is more
pronounced at the higher angle of attack than at the
lower (cf. figs. 33 (b) and 33 (d)), because the trailing
vortex sheet is stronger. It is also more pronounced
for the outboard than for the inboard slipstream,
because the vortex sheet increases in strength toward
the outer edge.

The measured dynamic pressures and the downwash
angles over the right half of the elevator hinge line
are plotted in figure 34. In the following table, the
values of (q/qO).,f and of e.f~ are compared with the
average values as determined from the surveys over the
right half of the hinge line. As before, the increase

~ (dgo)e~f due to the slipstream is much less th~

the relative increase in average dynamic pressure.

COMPARISON OF EFFECTIVE AND AVERAGE VALUES
OF DYNAMIC PRESSURE AND DOJVNWASH ANGLE
AT THE TAIL FOR THE FOUR-ENGINE PUSHER

MODEL .

T.t
(d%)

(!?190).//
(“)

(q/iJo). . e.,
(%(j) (dcg)

— - — —

-1.8 .--6-iEG-- 0.94 1.00 1.0 1.1
-1.9 1.03 1::; 3

4.2 . . . .._.. -
—.

.94 H
1.06 1::7 &3 ::

1:; __:;5_ .92
10.2 1.16 1.68 k: 2;

. Mi@mg valnes indicate that the propeller was removed.

THE TWO-ENGINE PUSHER MODEL

A three-tiew drawing of the two-engine pusher model
is shown in figure 35. The model was tested with tho
propellers removed and operating, with the flaps retract-
~d and deflected, and with and without the horizontal
bail.

The characteristics of the isolated tail surface are
Amated to be

dCJd&= 0.056
dCrJd6e=0.60XdCJd& =0.034

I’he tail surface passes through the top of the fuselago
md the vertical tail is placed somewhat back of the
~orizontal tail. As in the case of the four-engine
fiodel, this method of attachment probably reduces
jhe tail effectiveness not over 1 percent. If the tail
;orce is assumed to be applied at the mean quarter-
:hord position and if C~(a...)~ is assumed to be —0.01

;e, it follows that the control factors should be, except
‘or the effect of the wake,

dCna/d&=–0.0218
dCrn/d6,=–0.0145
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No experimental value of dCJd& -was available for
comparison. With propellers removed, the highest ex-
perimental w-due of dCJd& was —0.0145, which is equal
to the value just mentioned. There thus appears to be
no interference at all [ (q/qJeff= 1.00] on the air flow
over the tail surface at low angles of attack, a result
that may appear incredible. The tail, however, is
obviously well above the wing -wake; and the ti-flow
surveys, as will subsequently appear, also showed no
reduction in dynamic pressure at the tail.

In figure 36, dCJd& is plotted against angle of attack
for flap deflections of 0° and 45° and for various thrust
coefficients. With the propellers iemoved, the tail is
in the wing -wake at high angles of attack and the tail

-lo -5 0 5 10 15 20
Angle of offack, cf.deg

(a) Landing gear retracted; 6/, O“.
(h) Landing gear extended; tl, 45”.

FIGURE3S.-Effect of propeller operation on the pitchb%moment coefficient. The
two-engine pusher modeh 6., 1.5°; &, OO;2’.=1.30 Tc’.

effectiveness is correspondingly reduced. It is interest-
ing to note that this reduction occurs at a higher angle
of attack when the flaps are deflected than when they
are retracted, which is explained by the fact that the
stronger downwash when the flaps are deflected carries
the wake down so that the tail enters it at the higher
angle. The same effect may be noted for the fonr-
engine model. (Cf. fig. 25.)

The effect of thrust on the elevator effectiveness is
somewhat more pronounced than for any of the air-
planes yet discussed. Deflecting the flap reduces the
effect, as in the case of the four-engine model, because

the increased dowmvash depresses the slipstream so that
only the upper edge passes over the tail.

The pitching-moment coefficients for the tail-removed
condition are plotted against angle of attack for
various values of T.’ in figure 37. Since the thrust line
is above the center of gravity, the thrust causes a diving
moment. Lowering the flap increases the effect, for the
diving moment contributed by the flap also increases
with the thrust. Pitching-moment coefficients for the
tail-on condition. are plotted ih figure 38. Because the
increased downwash due to the slipstream and the
diving moment due to the high thrust line have opposite
effects, the effect of propeller operation on balance is
less for this airplane than for the other airplanes studied,

c
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(a) Landing gesr retracteb Jr, O“.
(b) Landing gear extended; JJ, 45”.

FIGUWE39.—Effectof propeller operationontheeflectivedownweahanglentthottdl,
The two-enginepushermodehT.==1.30T.’.

By a comparison of the pitching-moment coefficients
Forthe tail-on and the tail-removed conditions, effective
Iownwash angles were computed, which are plotted in
igure 39 against angle of attack. The value of the stabi-
izer setting was somewhat uncertain, so the actual
values are probably not correct; the inaccuracy, how-
wer, does not apply to the dift’erences between the
xwves.

Some surveys of the air flow in the plane of the
levator hinge line (on only the right side) are shown in
igure 40. For the propeller-removed condition, it
trillbe seen that the wake, for a=7.8°, is mainly below
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to be subsequently discussed, no experiments -were made
with the tail removed and no surveys were made of the
air flow in the region of the tail.

In figure 43, the maximum values of dCm/d& are
plotted against angle of attack for the two flap condi-
tions and for various thrust coefficients. In figure 44,
the pitching-moment coefficient is plotted against angle
of attack for the same conditions and for 8,=0°. Pro-

,.,

\

I-III

&

I==z=m’’’’’”=z%l

Fmrnur42.—Three-vJewdrawingof the SOCX airplane. Areas, in sqrrorefeeti
wing,34Xhorizontaltell,70.7;grorselevator,31.5;elevatorbackof hinge,25.0.

peller operation raises the pitching moment in both
cases; it decreases stability for the slat-closed flap-
retracted condition (for ~@=OO) and increases it for the
slat-open flap-deflected condition.

The characteristics of the isolated tail surface are
estimated to be

dCivt
—=0.045
d6,

dCN, dCN,
_=0.061Xz=0.0265
da.

The vertical taiI maybe assumed to reduce the effective
tail area by 1 percent. If Cm(a.c.)g is assumed tis be ,

Angle of affock, d.deq

i o -5 lo--l; 20

I

/ ‘
Propeller

removed

I

/ “
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I
1 1 ! I I

–(b) I I I I I I I I I I

I—
(a) Slat elose~ 6/, OO.
(h) Slat open; 3J,40”.

FIGURE 43.—Elevator effectiveness. for different power renditions. Tbe S00- 1
airplarq T.=2.15 T.’.

(a) Slat elosem 6J,OO.- -
(b) Slat ope~ 6J, 40”.

FIGURE44.—Effect of propeller operation on the pitcbirrg-moment mellleient. The
SOC-1 airplarnq .3,,OO;‘2’.=2.15T.’.

–0.016,,itfollows that the control factor should be,
except for the effect of the wake, dCrrr/d&= — 0.0182.
The highest experimental value for the propeller-
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removed condition was —0.0161, corresponding to

(ddm=o.gg.

THE XSBG3 AIRPLANE

A three-view drssv-ing is shown in fi~e
XSBG3 single-enagine two-place biplane.

~ /4’2”-4

45 of the
This air-

Qf+
< -“

I x
-------------------- :-------------------- ~t

,
‘

I I

I-7*;%.J

FIGURE45.—Three-view drawing of the XSDC-3 afmlane. Areas, in square feet:
wing, 31fi horizontal taif, 57.&gress elevator, 29.* elevator back of hinge, 23.4.

plane has a full-span plain flap on the lower -g.
Tests were made with the propeller both removed and
operating and with the flap retracted and deflected.

Figures 46 and 47 show the variation with angle of
attack of elevator effactiveness and pitching-moment
coefficient for the various flap ahd power conditions.
The increment of elevator effectiveness due to power
increases with angle of attack. The flap lowers the
pitching-moment curve and also decreases the <slope.

PropelIer operation increases the pitching-moment co-
efficient.

The characteristics of the isolated tail surface ar~
estimated to be

(@v,
—=0.053
dti.

dCNt
—=0.68X0.053=0.036
d&

FIGURE 46.—Elevator effectiveness for propeller-removed and propellor-operotkIg
conditions. The XSBC-3 r!irplmq 2’.=1.50 T.’.

If it is assumed that the vertical tail reduces tlm
effective area by 1 percent, and if CrR(a.C.)~ is assumed

to be —0.01 6., the control factor should be, except for
the effect of the wake, dCm/d&= –0.0210. The
highest experimental value for the propeller-removed
condition was — 0.0185, corresponding to (q/qO),ff= 0.88.

FIGURE 47.—Effectof flap deflection and propeller operation on tho pltChiUg.mOmOnl
coefficient. The XSBC-3 airphmq 6., O“; T.=1.5~ To’.

THE X04 U-2 AND THE SB2U-1 AIRPLANES

TWO of the airplanes for which elevator-effectiveness
data were available were tested only with the propeller
removed. The data were studied only with respect to
the values of dCn/d&

The X04U-2 single-engine two-place biplane is simi-
lar to the SOC-1. or the XSBC-3 and has a somewhat
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similar tail arrangement. The value of dCJd& was
about —0.0145 over the range of angles below the stall,
the corresponding value of (q/gO).f, being 0.90.

The SB2U-1 single-engine low-wing monoplane was
tested only with the landing flaps down. The value of
dC./d& was about –0.014, as compared with a value of
—0.0157 computed for the free-stream dynamic pres-
sure at the tail. The value of (q/qJ.f~ for the low angles
of attack is thus about 0.89.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

E’ollo]ving are summarized some of the results of

general interest obtained from the study of data

obtained in the full-scale wind tunnel:

1. The pitching-moment coefficient of a typical tail

surface about its aerodynamic center vms about — 0.01

times the elevator angle. This value corresponds to

about 6 or 8 percent of the elevator effectiveness of a
complete airplane.

2. With propeller removed and at low angles of
attack, the effective dynamic pressure at the tail q was
nearly equal to the free-stream dynamic pressure qO

[(df!o).~~= 1.01for themostfavorable case; for a thiclc-
fuselage biplane, the highest value of (q/qo).7f was 0.88.
The values decreased at higher angles of attack as the
tail approached or entered the wing wake, the largest

. observed decrease, below the stall, being about 40
percent.

3. The loss in elevator effectiveness at high angles of
attack, propeller removed, due to the wake from the
wing roots or nacelles, was largely eliminated by opera-
tion of the propeller.

4. Propeller operation at thrust coefficients and
angles of attack corresponding to high-speed flight
increased (q/qo).ff by about 2 to 4 percent. The highest
observed increase at a thrust coefficient based on wing
area T.’ equal to O.5 and in the higher angle-of-attack
range (corresponding to full-throttle landing or full-
throttle climb for a high-powered airplane) was 110
percent for the two-engine pusher model.

5. The effective dynamic pressure was less than the
average dynamic pressure at high thrust coeilicients.
In a typical example, with T: =0.139,(q/gO).Jfwas only
1.30 when (q/gO)aowas 1.70.

6. At the higher thrust coefficients, (q/qo) ,,f generally
increased with angle of attack, probably because, for
these airplanes, the tail was near the top of the slip-
stream at low angles of attack and advanced into it as
the angle of attack increased.

7. The rate of increase of effective dowmvash angle

~.fr with angleof attack a, deeff/dcr,was considerably
increased by propeller operation in the case of the gull-
wing and the parasol-wing monoplanes, only slightly
increased in the case of the four-engine pusher, and
increased hardly at all in the case of the two-engine
pusher. The dowmvash angle itself, however, was
increased by propeller operation over the entire angle-
of-attack range in the case of the pusher models.

8. The slipstreams at the tail locations -were well
defied, especially with the pusher models, and had
approximately the same diameters as the propellers.
In the case of the four-engine pusher, there appeared
to be a definite shearing of the slipstream due to the
trailing vortex sheet.

9. The largest observed variation in dowmvash angle
across the elevator hinge line \vas 15° for the case of
the two-engine pusher model, T.’ having a value of
0.435. The values of g/q. across the elevator hinge
line for the same case varied between 1.0 and 3.2.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., August 2J, 1939.
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